
                                           

 
 
 
 

 
TERMS & CONDITIONS 

 
DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES PROVIDED BY PORTAL WWW.TRIPIC.INFO 
TRIPIC.INFO is a portal website that provides you with information regarding furnished and serviced 
apartments, villas, and other types of accommodation located throughout the World.  
TRIPIC.INFO also provide you with travel tips and special offers for accommodation, activities, 
restaurants or bars located  throughout the World. The content of the pages of this website is for 
your general information and use only. The content is subject to change without notice. 
 
Operator of the TRIPIC.INFO portal is Frelsi s.r.o. , company ID: CZ05605385 
 
By using website TRIPIC.INFO and it's services, you fully agree and accept it´s terms, conditions and 
notices, stated herein. 
 

BOOKING PROCCES 
You can book any of provided services of TRIPIC.INFO online by email. 
 
For accommodation service of TRIPIC.INFO there is min. booking time 72 hours, berofe check-in. 
At the moment when you book the accommodation service of TRIPIC.INFO there must be paid full 
amount of the final price of your booking, so your order can be confirmed.  
 
Cancelation policy for accommodation service:  
Cancelation more than 30 days before check-in we will refund you full amount of your booking.  
Cancelation less than 30 days before check-in the full amount of your booking will not be refunded.  
If operator of TRIPIC.INFO will not receive the total amount for your booking within 48 hours before 
your arrival, your reservation will be canceled. 
If you will pay via bank transfer it is necessary you send to operator of TRIPIC.INFO confirmation of 
the payment for your booking. 
 
For the other services of TRIPIC.INFO there is min. booking time 48 hours, berofe using the service. 
At the moment when you book the service of TRIPIC.INFO there must be paid full amount of the final 
price of your booking, so your order can be confirmed.  
 
Cancelation policy for the other services:  
Cancelation more than 5 days before  using booked and paid service, we will return full amount of 
your booking.  
Cancelation less than 5 days before using booked and paid service, the full amount of your booking 
will not be returned.  If operator of TRIPIC.INFO will not receive the total amount for your booking 
within 48 hours before your order of the service should be used, your reservation will be canceled..  
If you will pay via bank transfer it is necessary you send to operator of TRIPIC.INFO confirmation of 
the payment. 
User will receive a final confirmation notice by Email,which is the acceptance of the booking demand. 

https://or.justice.cz/ias/ui/rejstrik-firma.vysledky?subjektId=954140&typ=UPLNY


PAYMENT FOR YOUR ORDER - BOOKING 
Payment for your order of services of TRIPIC.INFO portal can be done via PayPay, via Bank transfer, 
or by cash. 
 

EXTERNAL LINKS 
Links to other websites do not imply an endorsement of the materials disseminated at those 
websites, nor does the existence of a link to another site imply that the organization or person 
publishing at that site endorses any of the materials at this site. 
 
Links to other sites are provided by TRIPIC.INFO as a convenience to its users. TRIPIC.INFO is not 
responsible for the materials contained at any website linked to this site. 

 
COPYRIGHT and TRADEMARK NOTICES 
The www.tripic.info  website contains material which is owned by or licensed to TRIPIC.INFO.  
This material includes, but is not limited to, the design, layout, look, appearance and graphics. 
Reproduction is prohibited other than in accordance with the copyright notice, which forms part of 
these terms and conditions. 
 
The copyright in the contents of this Website is the property of TRIPIC.INFO. All rights are reserved. 
Other product and company names mentioned on the site may be trademarks of their respective 
owners.  
 
All trademarks reproduced in this website which are not the property of, or licensed to, TRIPIC.INFO 
are presented only with the permission of the owners. 
 

LIMITS OF LIABILITY 
Neither we nor any third parties provide any warranty or guarantee as to the accuracy, timeliness, 
performance, completeness or suitability of the information and materials found or offered on this 
website for any particular purpose. You acknowledge that such information and materials may 
contain inaccuracies or errors and we expressly exclude liability for any such inaccuracies or errors to 
the fullest extent permitted by law. 
 
TRIPIC.INFO strives to ensure that information provided by accommodation providers are accurate 
and properly displayed. TRIPIC.INFO only act as an intermediate between you and the provider of 
furnished and serviced apartments, villas, and providers of the restaurants, bars and leasure activity 
services. TRIPIC.INFO cannot be held liable for any problems regarding payment, booking, 
accommodation or similar. 
 
TRIPIC.INFO makes no warranties or representations of any kind that the services provided by this 
website or any linked site will be uninterrupted, error-free, or that the site or the server that hosts 
the site are free from viruses or other forms of harmful computer code. 
 
In no event shall TRIPIC.INFO, it's operators, or anyone else who has been involved in the creation, 
production, or delivery of these pages, be liable for any direct, incidental, or consequential damages 
resulting from the use of this website or any linked site. 
 
Your use of any information or materials on this website is entirely at your own risk, for which we 
shall not be liable. It shall be your own responsibility to ensure that any products, services or 
information available through this website meet your specific requirements. 
 

 

http://www.tripic.info/


UNLAWFUL OR PROHIBITED USE 
As a condition of your use of TRIPIC.INFO, you are not allowed to use the Services for purpose that is 
unlawful or prohibited by these terms, conditions, and notices. 
 
You are not allowed to use the TRIPIC.INFO Services in any manner that could damage, disable, 
overburden, or impair the TRIPIC.INFO website, or interfere with any other party’s use and 
enjoyment of the Services. You may not obtain or attempt to obtain any materials or information 
through any means not intentionally made available through the Services. 
 
You are, without permission, not permitted to modify, copy, distribute, transmit, display, perform, 
reproduce, publish, license, transfer, or sell any information, software, products or services obtained 
from www.tripic.info . 
 

PRIVACY 
All users of the TRIPIC.INFO portal are obliged to provide truthful information when using and must 
keep this up to date. 
 
The operator of the portal TRIPIC.INFO will protect all information sent by the users upon registration 
in compliance with the personal data protection law of the Czech Republic. 
 
The user grants the operator consent to use data published by them in connection with the 
operations of the TRIPIC.INFO portal. 
 
The user agrees to provide their information (full name, address, contact details etc) to the operator 
in case of any complain regarding provided service, and also in rare cases where the operator is 
obliged to provide this data to official government bodies of the Czech Republic. 
 
Users’ personal data will not be divulged to third parties. 
 
The user has the right to request by email the amendment or deletion of their personal data from the 
TRIPIC.INFO portal at any time. 
 
 

CANCELATION AND COMPLAIN 
In case of a complain or cancelation of the TRIPIC.INFO service please contact us 
on tripic.info@gmail.com with full details. Subsequently, we will inform you on how to proceed. 
 
TRIPIC.INFO reserves the right to cancel –in whole or in part – the aforesaid reservation due to acts 
of the Owner, God, or force majeure, with prior written notice to User. 
 

FINAL PROVISIONS  
All terms and conditions of the portal TRIPIC.INFO is governed by the laws of the Czech Republic. 
TRIPIC.INFO reserves the right to modify the conditions of use of the portal any time. 
 
It is strictly prohibited to copy or imitate the webpage and portal www.tripic.info it´s logo or graphics 
visible at www.tripic.info and it´s social media pages , or copy and use the database of this portal. 
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